w/b 11th October 2021

This week, in our learning we have...
•
•

•

Become bakers! We followed instructions to make bread rolls, just like ‘The Little Red
Hen’ in the story we shared in our story telling sessions.
Discovered ‘Body Percussion’, exploring sounds we can make using our body, for
example clapping, clicking fingers and stamping our feet. We tried hard to follow a
rhythm although some of us found this really tricky!

Compared objects by size, mass and capacity in our maths sessions. We have matched
the 3 Bears to their chairs by comparing the sizes of each. We had fun discovering
how many scoops of water were needed to fill up different sized containers and we
are beginning to use mathematical words such as ‘heavier’ and ‘lighter’ when comparing
objects with the balance pans.

We hope you had fun making your ‘Metal Mike’ robot. It is a useful resource
that you can use time and time again.
This week we would like to introduce you to our ‘Wow!’ cards. Every term we
like to invite all the grown-ups at home to share with us something special
your child has done recently that has made you go “Wow!”
You may have begun to notice that your child is showing greater independence
when reading or spotted that they are now using their letter sounds to write,
for example they may have helped you to write a shopping list. Perhaps they
are showing more confidence in particular activities eg swimming or cycling.
Maybe they have learned to tie their shoe laces or have solved problems using
their developing mathematical skills.

Whatever it is, we would love to hear about it. Please fill in the Wow! card to
explain exactly what your child has done to impress you. We will add the card
to their books and put a copy on display.
If at any time throughout the term you would like another Wow! card please
don’t hesitate to ask as we are happy to send home as many as you would like.
(Alternatively feel free to print off the wow cards attached below.)

